Session 7

Public and Agency Participation
Field Work Assignment

1. Select one of the following locations for your field work:
   • TH 51 (Snelling Ave) between I-94 and Charles Ave (including entire
     intersection of Snelling and University)
   • CSAH 30 (Larpenteur Ave) between Cleveland Ave and Snelling Ave
   • TH 5 (West 7th St) between Mississippi River and St. Paul Ave
   • TH 65 (Central Ave) between Hennepin Ave and West Broadway

2. Go to the site (see map)

3. Walk the study area (or, if a long corridor, walk part of the
   corridor)

4. Talk to at least one person in the study area (resident, shop
   owner, pedestrian, etc.)

5. Using the “Community Values Checklist” and your own
   observations, identify problems in the study area.

6. What did you learn about the community’s character, concerns
   and values?

7. What did you learn about modal priorities?
8. Who else do you think you should talk to?

9. What are the problems that should be addressed?

10. What will be the biggest challenges in developing a solution?